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Abstract

A well-known theorem of Mader [5] states that highly connected sub-
graphs can be forced in finite graphs by assuming a high minimum degree.
Solving a problem of Diestel [2], we extend this result to infinite graphs.
Here, it is necessary to require not only high degree for the vertices but
also high vertex-degree (or multiplicity) for the ends of the graph, i.e. a
large number of disjoint rays in each end.

We give a lower bound on the degree of vertices and the vertex-degree
of the ends which is quadratic in k, the connectedness of the desired
subgraph. In fact, this is not far from best possible: we exhibit a family
of graphs with a degree of order 2k at the vertices and a vertex-degree of
order k log k at the ends which have no k-connected subgraphs.

Furthermore, if in addition to the high degrees at the vertices we only
require high edge-degree for the ends (which is defined as the maximum
number of edge-disjoint rays in an end), Mader’s theorem does not extend
to infinite graphs, not even to locally finite ones. We give a counterex-
ample in this respect. But, assuming a lower bound of at least 2k for
the edge-degree at the ends and the degree at the vertices does suffice to
ensure the existence (k+1)-edge-connected subgraphs in arbitrary graphs.

1 Introduction

In a finite graph, high average degree forces the existence of a highly connected
subgraph:

Theorem 1.1 (Mader [5]). Any finite graph G of average degree at least 4k has
a (k + 1)-connected subgraph.

In infinite graphs, it is not clear what an adequate concept of ‘average degree’
should be. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to investigate the consequences
of the (in finite graphs stronger) assumption of ‘high minimum degree’.

But simply requiring high degree for the vertices is not enough, as the coun-
terexample of the infinite r-regular tree T r demonstrates. Now, since an infinite
tree has rather ‘thin’ ends (which seem to play the role of the leaves of the in-
finite tree), this suggests, as conjectured by Diestel [2], that a minimum degree
condition has to be imposed also on the ends of the graph.

In fact, let us define the vertex-degree of an end as the maximum number of
disjoint rays in it (this maximum exists, see Section 2). Then T r ceases to be a
counterexample, as each of its ends has vertex-degree 1. And indeed, with this
further condition on the vertex-degrees of the ends, highly connected subgraphs
can be forced also in infinite graphs. As our main theorem we prove the following
infinite analogue (for this, let us call an induced connected subgraph of a graph
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G with finite boundary a region; note that in particular, any component of G is
a region):

Theorem 5.1. Let k ∈ N and let G be a graph such that each vertex has degree
at least 2k(k + 3), and each end has vertex-degree at least 2k(k + 1) + 1. Then
every infinite region of G has a (k + 1)-connected region.

Observe that while in Theorem 1.1, the bound on the degrees is linear in k,
in Theorem 5.1 we require quadratic degree in k. This is in fact near to best
possible:

Theorem 6.1. For each k = 5`, where ` ∈ N is even, there exists a locally finite
graph whose vertices have degree at least 2` and whose ends have vertex-degree
at least ` log `, and which has no (k + 1)-connected subgraph.

A similar way to extend the degree notion to ends is the edge-degree, which,
as suggested in [1], is defined as the maximum number of edge-disjoint rays in
the end (the maximum exists, see Section 2). It seems that these two concepts
reflect different aspects of the degree of a vertex. The vertex-degree of an end is
the analogue of the size of the neighbourhood of a vertex, while the edge-degree
corresponds to the number of incident edges.

This point of view suggests that for forcing highly (vertex-)connected sub-
graphs, high vertex-degree is a more natural requirement than high edge-degree.
And in fact, it turns out that high edge-degrees at the ends and high degrees
at the vertices together are not sufficient to force highly connected subgraphs,
or even highly connected minors, in infinite graphs. In Section 4 we exhibit for
all r ∈ N a locally finite graph of minimum degree and minimum edge-degree r
that has no 4-connected subgraph and no 6-connected minor.

But, the assumption of high degree and high edge-degree does suffice to force
highly edge-connected subgraphs in arbitrary graphs, with a lower bound on the
(edge-)degrees that is only linear in k:

Theorem 3.1. Let k ∈ N and let G be a graph such that each vertex has degree
at least 2k and each end has edge-degree at least 2k. Then G has a (k +1)-edge-
connected region.

Moreover, highly edge-connected subgraphs can be found in every infinite
region (Theorem 3.3).

In general, it is not possible to force finite highly vertex-/edge-connected
subgraphs in infinite graphs by assuming high minimum degree and vertex-
resp. edge-degree. Neither can one force infinite highly vertex- or edge-connected
subgraphs. Counterexamples in this respect are provided in the discussion after
Corollary 3.4, near the end of Section 3. However, any graph which obeys
the (vertex-/edge-)degree bounds of Theorem 5.1/Theorem 3.1, has either an
infinite (k + 1)-vertex-/edge-connected subgraph or infinitely many finite such
(see Corollary 3.4/Corollary 5.3).

A related question is whether large complete minors can be forced by assum-
ing a high minimum degree and vertex-degree.1 Note that again some condition
on the ends is necessary, because of the trees T r for large r. However, high

1There are other traditional ways of forcing large complete minors in finite graphs. One
of these is the assumption of large girth g plus a minimal degree of at least 3. This does not
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minimum degree and vertex-degree is not even enough to force a K4, which
we can see by adding a spanning path to each level of T r in a way that the
resulting graph, which has a single end of infinite vertex-degree, is planar. This
observation was already made in [1].

This paper is organised as follows. After giving some elementary definitions
in Section 2, we prove the edge-version of Mader’s theorem for arbitrary graphs,
Theorem 3.1, and some related results in Section 3. In Section 4, we show that
high degree at the vertices and high edge-degree at the ends does not force
highly (vertex-)connected subgraphs. Section 5 is devoted to the proof of our
main theorem, Theorem 5.1, whose quadratic bounds on the (vertex-)degree we
justify in Section 6, where we exhibit a family of graphs with degrees of order 2k

and vertex-degrees of order k log k, which have no (k +1)-connected subgraphs,
thus proving Theorem 6.1.

2 Terminology

The terminology we use is standard, and can be found for example in [3]. A
1-way infinite path is called a ray, and the subrays of a ray are its tails. Two
rays in a graph G are equivalent if no finite set of vertices separates them; the
corresponding equivalence classes of rays are the ends of G. We denote the set
of the ends of G by Ω(G).

Let H be a (possibly empty) subgraph of G, and write H ⊆ G. The boundary
∂H of H is the set N(G−H) of all neighbours in H of vertices of G−H. We call
H a region (of G) if H is a connected induced subgraph with finite boundary.
Then H ′ ⊆ H is a region of G if and only if it is a region of H.

Call a region H profound, if V (H) 6= ∂H. For example, all infinite regions
are profound, and a profound region is not empty.

As in finite graphs, H is called k-connected for some k ∈ N, if |H| > k and
no set of fewer than k vertices separates H. Similarly, H is k-edge-connected
if |H| > 1 and no set of fewer than k edges separates H. Hence, if H is not
k-edge-connected (and non-trivial), then it has a cut of cardinality less than k.

We shall consider two different extensions of the degree notion to ends. The
vertex-degree (also known as the multiplicity, or thickness) of an end ω ∈ Ω(G) is
the maximum cardinality of a set of (vertex-)disjoint rays in ω. The edge-degree
of ω (as suggested in [1]) is the maximum cardinality of a set of edge-disjoint
rays in ω. It can be shown that these two degree concepts are well-defined,
i.e. the considered maxima do indeed exist.2

extend to infinite graphs: take the union over all n ∈ N of the cycles Cgn , and add some
edges between Cgn and Cgn+1 so that each vertex of V (Cgn ) has a neighbour in V (Cgn+1 ),
and these neighbours have distance ≥ g from each other in Cgn+1 . This yields a locally finite
planar graph of girth ≥ g and minimum degree and vertex-degree ≥ 3.

Another option for ensuring large complete minors in finite graphs is a large chromatic
number, but this trivially carries over to infinite graphs. Any infinite graph G has a finite
subgraph H with the same chromatic number (this is a well-known theorem of de Bruijn and
Erdős, see e.g. [3] for a proof and references). Then the desired large complete minor is already
contained in H.

2Halin [4] proves the existence of an infinite set of disjoint rays if the number of disjoint
rays in the considered graph is unbounded: with slight modifications, his proof yields the same
result for rays of a fixed end. In [1], it is shown that the supremum of the cardinalities of sets
of edge-disjoint rays in a given end is attained in locally finite graphs: this proof carries over
similarly to arbitrary graphs.
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3 Forcing highly edge-connected subgraphs

The main result of this section (Theorem 3.1) is that any graph G of large enough
minimum degree and edge-degree contains a highly edge-connected subgraph,
which in fact will be a region. We shall then see that such a region H can be
found in any infinite region of G, and that there are either infinitely many such
regions H, or one of infinite order.

Theorem 3.1. Let k ∈ N and let G be a graph such that each vertex has degree
at least 2k and each end has edge-degree at least 2k. Then G has a (k +1)-edge-
connected region.

Theorem 3.1 is best possible in the sense that high edge-degree is not suffi-
cient to force highly connected subgraphs, as we shall see in the next section.

For the proof, we need the following lemma, which basically assures that if
a graph contains some region with small cut to the outside world, then there is
either a minimal such, or we have an infinite nested sequence of such regions so
that their cuts are all disjoint.

Lemma 3.2. Let D 6= ∅ be a region of a graph G so that |E(D,G−D)| < m and
so that |E(D′, G−D′)| ≥ m for every non-empty region D′ ⊆ D−∂D of G. Then
there is an inclusion-minimal non-empty region H ⊆ D with |E(H,G−H)| < m.

Proof. If there is no such H, then we can construct an infinite sequence of
distinct regions D =: D0 ) D1 ) D2 ) . . . such that all cuts Fi := E(Di, G−Di)
have cardinality less than m. Note that any edge that lies in some Fi, but not
in Fi+1, lies outside E(Di+1) ∪ Fi+1, and hence will not appear in any Fj with
j > i.

By assumption, every region D′ ⊆ D which is not incident with any edge of
F0, sends at least m edges to the outside. Thus, there is an edge e in F0 that
appears in all Fi for i ≥ 0. Let E be the set of all edges ej for which there exists
an index j such that ej ∈ Fi for all i ≥ j. Clearly, e ∈ E, and |E| < m, where
the latter follows from the boundedness of the cuts Fi.

Let n be so that E ⊆ Fn. Now, as Dn+1 ( Dn, there is a vertex x ∈
V (Dn−Dn+1). Since Dn is connected, it contains a (finite) path P that connects
x with y, the endvertex of e in Dn. All Di with i > n contain y, but not x,
thus each Fi with i > n must contain one of the edges on P . This implies that
there is an edge ej on P which for some j > n lies in all Fi with i ≥ j. Thus,
ej ∈ E ⊆ Fn, but Fn ∩ E(P ) = ∅, a contradiction.

We now prove Theorem 3.1.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. First of all, we shall show that there exists a region C 6= ∅
such that

(a) |E(C,G− C)| < 2k, and

(b) for every non-empty region C ′ ⊆ C − ∂C we have that
|E(C ′, G− C ′)| ≥ 2k.

Indeed, let us construct a sequence C0 ⊇ C1 ⊇ C2 . . . of non-empty regions
such that for i ≥ 0 the following hold
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(i) |E(Ci, G− Ci)| < 2k, and

(ii) Ci+1 ⊆ Ci − ∂Ci.

Choose C0 as any component of G. Now, if after finitely many, say j, steps
of our construction we cannot go on, i.e. find a suitable Cj+1, it is because Cj

has property (b). Property (a) is then ensured by (i).
So assume that we end up with an infinite sequence C0, C1, C2, . . . of regions.

Observe that, since C0 is connected, ∂Ci 6= ∅ for each i ≥ 1. As each of the
Ci is connected, there is a sequence (Pi)i∈N of ∂Ci–∂Ci+1 paths such that for
i ≥ 1 the path Pi+1 starts in the last vertex of Pi. By (ii), the paths Pi are
non-trivial, and by construction, each Pi meets Pi−1 and Pi+1 only in its first
respectively last vertex, and is disjoint from all the other Pj . Hence, their union
P :=

⋃∞
i=1 Pi is a ray which has a tail in each of the Ci.

Let ω be the end of G that contains P . As, by assumption, ω has edge-
degree at least 2k, there is a family R of 2k edge-disjoint ω-rays in G. For
each ray R ∈ R let nR denote the distance its starting vertex has to ∂C1. Set
n := max{nR : R ∈ R}+ 2. Then by (ii), all of the 2k disjoint rays in R start
outside Cn. But each ray in R is equivalent to P , and hence eventually enters
Cn, contradicting the fact that |E(Cn, G − Cn)| < 2k by (i). This proves the
existence of a region C 6= ∅ with the properties (a) and (b).

Thus, Lemma 3.2 yields an inclusion-minimal non-empty region H ⊆ C with
|E(H,G − H)| < 2k. We claim that H is the desired (k + 1)-edge-connected
region of G. In fact, otherwise the bound on the degrees of the vertices of G
implies that |H| ≥ 2, and so, H has a cut F with |F | ≤ k. We may assume that
F is a minimal cut, i.e. splits H into two (non-empty) regions H ′ and H ′′. For
one of the two, say H ′, the cut E(H ′, G −H ′) meets E(H,G −H) in at most
|E(H,G−H)|

2 < k edges. Hence

|E(H ′, G−H ′)| ≤ |E(H ′, G−H ′) ∩ E(H,G−H)|+ |F | < 2k

and H ′ ( H, contradicting the minimality of H.

Note that our proof yields a (k + 1)-edge-connected region in every region
C of G with |E(C,G − C)| < 2k (simply start with C0 := C instead of taking
any component of G). With slightly more effort (and slightly higher degree and
edge-degree), one can prove that every infinite region of G contains a (k + 1)-
edge-connected region:

Theorem 3.3. Let k ∈ N, and let G be a graph such that each vertex has degree
at least 2k +1, and each end has edge-degree at least 2k +1. Then every infinite
region of G contains a (k + 1)-edge-connected region.

Proof. Let D be an infinite region of G. If there is a region D′ ⊆ D with
|E(D′, G−D′)| ≤ 2k and D 6= ∅, then we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.1
to find an inclusion-minimal non-empty region H with this property, which then
turns out to be the desired (k + 1)-edge-connected region.3

So, we can assume that D contains no non-empty region which sends less
than 2k + 1 edges to the outside. Now, let H ⊆ D be an infinite region with
|E(H,G−H)| minimal. If we can prove H to be (k +1)-edge-connected, we are

3Observe that, starting with |E(D′, G−D′)| ≤ 2k instead of < 2k, we will have to adjust
our inequalities, and the final contradiction is obtained by finding that |E(H′, G−H′)| ≤ 2k.
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done. But otherwise there is a cut F with |F | ≤ k that splits H into two regions
H ′ and H ′′. At least one of these, say H ′, is infinite. By the choice of H, the
number of edges H ′ sends to the rest of the graph is at least |E(H,G − H)|;
hence, E(H ′, G−H ′) contains all but at most |F | edges of E(H,G−H). Thus,

|E(H ′′, G−H ′′)| = |F ∪ (E(H,G−H)− E(H ′, G−H ′))| ≤ 2k,

contradicting our assumption on D.

Theorem 3.3 has two interesting corollaries.

Corollary 3.4. Let k ∈ N and let G be a graph in which all vertices have degree
at least 2k + 1, and all ends have edge-degree at least 2k + 1. Then any infinite
region C of G has either infinitely many disjoint finite (k + 1)-edge-connected
regions, or an infinite (k + 1)-edge-connected region.

Proof. Take an inclusion-maximal set D of disjoint finite (k+1)-edge-connected
regions of C (which exists by Zorn’s Lemma), and assume that |D| < ∞. Since
any infinite component of C ′ := C −

⋃
D∈D D ⊆ C is an infinite region of G, we

may use Theorem 3.3 to obtain a (k + 1)-edge-connected region H of C. Then
H is infinite by the choice of D.

The two configurations of Corollary 3.4 of which one necessarily appears in
any given graph of large enough minimal (edge-)degree, need not both exist,
not even in locally finite graphs. Indeed, for given r ∈ N, it is easy to construct
an infinite locally finite graph G which has minimum degree and vertex- (and
thus edge-) degree r but no infinite 3-edge-connected subgraph. We obtain G
from the r × N grid by joining each vertex to r disjoint copies of Kr+1. Any
infinite subgraph of G which is at least 2-edge-connected is also a subgraph of
the r × N grid, and hence is at most 2-edge-connected.

On the other hand, there are also locally finite graphs of high minimum
degree and vertex-degree that have no finite highly edge-connected subgraphs.
To see this, we reuse an example from the introduction: for given r ∈ N, add
some edges to each level Si of the r-regular tree T r so that in the obtained
graph T̃ r each Si induces a path. The only end of T̃ r has infinite vertex- and
edge-degree, and the vertices of T̃ r have degree at least r. Now, for every finite
subgraph H of T̃ r there is a last level of T̃ r that contains a vertex v of H. Then
v has degree at most 3 in H, and hence, H is not 4-edge-connected.

Our second corollary of Theorem 3.1 describes how the graph G decomposes
into subgraphs that either are highly edge-connected or are so that all their
subgraphs send many edges to the outside. For this, we have to push the lower
bound on the degree of the vertices a little:

Corollary 3.5. Let k ∈ N, and let G be a graph whose vertices have degree at
least 4k + 1, and whose ends have edge-degree at least 2k + 1. Then there is a
set D of disjoint (k +1)-edge-connected regions of G such that |E(H,G−H)| ≥
max{4k, |H|} for each non-empty subgraph H of G−

⋃
D∈D D.

For the proof, we need the following lemma:

Lemma 3.6. Let m ∈ N and let G be a graph such that each of its vertices has
degree at least m. Then every non-empty region H of G with |E(H,G−H)| < m
contains at least m + 1 vertices.
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Proof. We may assume that m > 1. Now, we can estimate the number of edges
of H in two ways. On one hand,

‖H‖ ≥ m|H| − |E(H,G−H)|
2

>
m

2
(|H| − 1),

as by assumption, each vertex of H has degree at least m in G. On the other
hand, H cannot have more edges than the complete graph on |H| vertices. This
leaves us with the inequality m

2 (|H| − 1) < |H|(|H|−1)
2 , implying that |H| >

m.

Proof of Corollary 3.5. Let D be an inclusion-maximal set D of disjoint (k+1)-
edge-connected regions of G (which again exists by Zorn’s Lemma).

Observe that it suffices to show |E(H,G−H)| ≥ max{4k, |H|} for induced
connected non-empty subgraphs H of G−

⋃
D∈D D, and consider such an H. If

H is infinite, then Theorem 3.3 and the (maximal) choice of D imply that H is
not a region of G, i.e. that |E(H,G−H)| is infinite, as desired.

So assume that H is finite. In the case that |H| < 4k, Lemma 3.6 ensures that
|E(H,G−H)| ≥ 4k. In the case that |H| ≥ 4k, suppose that |E(H,G−H)| <
|H|. Then, H has average degree d(H) ≥ 4k, and hence H has a (k + 1)-edge-
connected subgraph by Theorem 1.1, contradicting the choice of D.

4 High edge-degree but no highly connected
subgraphs

In this section, we shall show that with high edge-degree in the ends and high
degree in the vertices we cannot ensure the existence of highly connected sub-
graphs. Indeed, even highly connected minors need not be present.

More precisely, for given r ∈ N we will construct a locally finite graph Gr

of minimum degree r at the vertices and minimum edge-degree at least r at the
ends that has no 4-connected subgraph and no 6-connected minor. The idea is
to ‘thicken’ the ends of the tree Tr, in the sense of augmenting their edge-degree,
which we do by adding many edges but only a few vertices in order to keep the
separators small.

We start with an infinite rooted tree Tr in which each vertex sends r edges to
the next level. The graph Gr will be obtained from Tr in the following manner.
Let S0 consist of the root r0 of Tr and for i ≥ 1 denote by Si the i-th level of
Tr. Now, successively for i ≥ 1, we shall add some vertices to Si, which results
in an enlarged ith level S′i, and then add some edges between S′i −Si and Si+1.

For each vertex x ∈ Si−1, add r − 1 new vertices vx
1 , vx

2 , . . . , vx
r−1 to its

neighbourhood Sx = {sx
1 , sx

2 , . . . , sx
r} in Si. Denote by S′i the set thus obtained

from Si. Then for each j ≤ r − 1 and each x ∈ Si−1 add all edges between
vx

j and NSi+1({sx
j , sx

j+1}). This yields a graph Gr on the disjoint union of sets
S′1, S

′
2, . . . as depicted in Figure 1 for r = 4.

The ends of Gr correspond to the ends of the underlying tree Tr, i.e. every
two disjoint rays in Tr belong to different ends of Gr, and each end of Gr

contains a ray from Tr. Indeed, two rays from Tr which in Tr are separated by⋃j
i=0 Si for some j ∈ N, can be separated in Gr by the set

⋃j+1
i=0 Si. On the

other hand, every ray R ⊆ Gr has, for any fixed j ∈ N, a tail in exactly one of
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Figure 1: The graph G4.

the components of G −
⋃j

i=0 Si. This tail meets Sxj , for some xj ∈ Sj . Hence
R is equivalent to the ray x0x1x2 . . . ⊆ Tr.

Lemma 4.1. Gr has minimum degree r at the vertices and minimum edge-
degree at least r at the ends.

Proof. The definition of Gr clearly ensures the desired degree at the vertices.
We show that the ends of Gr have edge-degree at least r by constructing a set
of r edge-disjoint rays in each. Given an end ω of Gr, there is exactly one ray
R = r0r1r2 . . . ⊆ Tr in it (since the ends of Gr correspond to those of Tr, as
remarked above).

Now, construct r − 1 edge-disjoint ω-rays Ri, where i = 1, . . . , r − 1; these
will also be edge-disjoint from R. Each Ri starts in r0, its second vertex is
the ith neighbour of r0 in S1 which is unused by R. Next, it goes along some
path that switches between S2 and S′1 until it reaches NS2(r1). Note that we
can choose these paths edge-disjoint for different i, for example by letting Ri

use only vertices v ∈ S2 with v = sx
i for some x ∈ S1. Similarly, we continue

the Ri going from r2 to the ith unused neighbour in S3, and from there along
edge-disjoint paths to NS4(r3), and so on. Since the Ri meet NSj+1(rj) for each
odd j, they all belong to ω.

Observe that every finite set A of vertices can be separated from any end ω
by at most three vertices (namely by the neighbours of the unique component of
Gr −S′j that contains a ray in ω, where j is large enough so that A ⊆

⋃j
i=0 S′i).

Hence, each end of Gr has vertex-degree at most 3.
In fact, Theorem 5.1 ensures that every graph of high minimum degree (at

the vertices) has either an end of small vertex-degree or a highly connected
subgraph. We shall see now that the latter is not the case for Gr.

Lemma 4.2. Gr has no 4-connected subgraph.

Proof. Suppose otherwise, and let H be a 4-connected subgraph of Gr. Let
i ∈ N so that V (H) ∩ S′i 6= ∅. Now, if there is a vertex v ∈ V (H) −

⋃i+1
j=0 S′i,

then it can be separated in Gr (and thus also in H) from V (H)∩S′i by at most
three vertices, namely by the neighbours of the component of Gr − S′i+1 that
contains v. So, as H is 4-connected, V (H) −

⋃i+1
j=0 S′i must be empty. Then,

there is a maximal j ∈ N such that V (H)∩S′j 6= ∅. But then by construction of
Gr, any vertex in V (H) ∩ S′j has degree at most three in H, contradicting the
4-connectedness of H.
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It is only slightly more difficult to prove that Gr has no highly connected
minor:

Lemma 4.3. Gr has no 6-connected minor.

Proof. Suppose that Gr has a 6-connected minor M . Then there is an n ∈ N so
that each branch-set of M has a vertex in

⋃n
i=0 S′i. Since M is 6-connected, each

separator T ⊆
⋃n

i=0 S′i of Gr with |T | ≤ 5 leaves a component C of Gr −T such
that V (C) ∪ T meets every branch-set of M . So as each S′i can be separated in
Gr from any component of G − S′i by at most three vertices, there is an i < n
such that each branch-set of M meets S′i ∪ S′i+1. Moreover, there is a vertex
x ∈ Si such that for S := NSi+1(x) we have that each branch-set of M has a
vertex in S′ := S ∪NS′i

(S) ∪ {vx
1 , vx

2 , . . . , vx
r−1}. Then |S′ ∩ S′i| ≤ 3.

We claim that M is also a minor of the finite graph G′
r (see Figure 2) which

Figure 2: The graph G′
4 for |S′ ∩ S′i| = 3.

is obtained from Gr[S′] by adding an edge between every two vertices that are
neighbours of the same component of Gr − S′. Indeed, each component C of
Gr − S′ has at most three neighbours in S′. Hence, since M is 6-connected, C
meets only (if at all) those branch-sets of M that also meet NS′(C). It is easy
to see that M is still a minor of the graph we obtain from Gr by deleting C and
adding all edges between vertices in NS′(C). Arguing analogously for the other
components of Gr − S′, we see that M is also a minor of G′

r.
As |S′ ∩ S′i| ≤ 3, all but at most 3 branch-sets of M in G′

r have all their
vertices in |S′ ∩ S′i+1|. Then these give rise to a 3-connected minor of G′

r − S′i.
But each non-trivial block of G′

r−S′i is a triangle and hence has no 3-connected
minor, yielding the desired contradiction.

Note that the two latter results are best possible, since Gr has a 3-connected
subgraph, the complete graph on 4 vertices, and a 5-connected minor, the com-
plete graph on 6 vertices.

5 Forcing highly connected subgraphs

We shall finally prove our main result, which we restate:

Theorem 5.1. Let k ∈ N and let G be a graph so that each vertex has degree
at least δV = 2k(k + 3), and so that each end has vertex-degree at least δΩ =
2k(k + 1) + 1. Then every infinite region of G has a (k + 1)-connected region.
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For proving Theorem 5.1 we shall proceed at first similarly4 as in the proof
of Theorem 3.1 (resp. Theorem 3.3), until we arrive at an infinite region C ′ ⊆ C
with the property that |∂H| ≥ δΩ holds for all regions H ( C ′. This is achieved
in Lemma 5.2 below.

But then, we see ourselves confronted with new difficulties. The region C ′

need not be highly connected, or even 2-connected; the reason is that we lost
control on the degrees of the vertices in C ′. (And the situation only changes
for the worse if instead of C ′ we consider C ′ − ∂C ′, which needs be neither
connected, nor a region.)

Hence, we shall prefer a region H ⊆ C ′ over C ′, if the vertices of ∂H have
‘much’ higher degree in H than those of ∂C ′ have in C ′, even if ∂H has ‘slightly’
greater cardinality than ∂C ′. This will be formalised below.

Our combination of measurements on the suitability of H, on one hand |∂H|,
and on the other, dH(∂H), is responsible for the quadratic lower bounds on the
degrees which this proof of Theorem 5.1 yields. We shall see in Section 6 that
these bounds are indeed close to best possible.

Lemma 5.2. Let G be a graph such that all its ends have vertex-degree at least
δΩ ∈ N. Let C be an infinite region of G. Then there exists a profound region
C ′ ⊆ C for which one of the following holds:

(a) C ′ is finite and |∂C ′| < δΩ, or

(b) C ′ is infinite and |∂C ′′| ≥ δΩ for every profound region C ′′ ( C ′.

Proof. Suppose otherwise. Then in particular, (b) does not hold for C, i.e. there
is a profound region C1 ( C with |∂C1| < δΩ. We shall construct a sequence
C1 ) C2 ) . . . of profound regions of C so that |∂Cn| < δΩ for all n ≥ 1.

So assume the region Cn with small boundary has been found. We may
assume Cn to be such that Cn−∂Cn is connected and also, that N(Cn−∂Cn) =
∂Cn. Indeed, if Cn is not so, we can take any component H of Cn − ∂Cn (such
a component exists, as Cn is profound) and add N(H) ⊆ ∂Cn. Then H ⊆ Cn

is a profound region with the desired small boundary which we may use instead
of Cn.

As we suppose that (a) does not hold for Cn, we can assume that Cn is
infinite. Since Cn is not as required in (b), there is a profound region Cn+1 ( Cn

with |∂Cn+1| < δΩ. In this manner, we obtain an infinite sequence (Cn)n∈N.
Denote by V the (possibly empty) set of those vertices v that from some

j ∈ N on appear in all ∂Cn with n ≥ j. Since all ∂Cn have size at most δΩ,
the set V is finite. Furthermore, as Cn+1 ( Cn for every n ≥ 1, and we chose
the Cn so that Cn − ∂Cn is connected, we have that ∂Cn = V for at most one
n ∈ N. Let J be such that V ( ∂Cn for all n ≥ J .

Observe that for each w ∈ ∂CJ − V there is an index j such that w /∈ ∂Cn

for all n ≥ j. Hence, there is an index J ′ so that ∂CJ ∩ ∂CJ′ = V . Set
C ′

1 := CJ , and set C ′
2 := CJ′ . Continuing in this manner, we arrive at an

infinite subsequence C ′
1 ) C ′

2 ) . . . of profound regions of C, whose boundaries
pairwisely meet only in V . Let us summarize the properties which the regions
C ′

n have, for each n ∈ N:
4The situation here is a little more complicated, because a vertex-version of Lemma 3.2,

replacing ‘edges’ with ‘vertices’ and ‘cuts’ with ‘separators’, fails, unless we make use of the
high vertex-degree assumed in Theorem 5.1. To see this, take a ray v0v1v2 . . ., to which we
add all edges v0vi, and consider the region D which consists of all vi but v1.
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(i) |∂C ′
n| < δΩ,

(ii) C ′
n − ∂C ′

n is connected, and N(C ′
n − ∂C ′

n) = ∂C ′
n,

(iii) V ( ∂C ′
n, and

(iv) ∂C ′
n+1 ⊆ (C ′

n − ∂C ′
n) ∪ V .

We claim that there is a ray R that has a tail in each C ′
n. Indeed, by (ii) and

(iii), there exists for each n ∈ N a (∂C ′
n − V )–(∂C ′

n+1 − V ) path Pn such that
each Pn+1 starts in the last vertex of Pn. By (iv), the paths Pi are non-trivial,
hence, their union is the desired ray R. Denote by ω the end of G that contains
R.

As, by assumption, ω has vertex-degree at least δΩ, there is a set R of δΩ

disjoint ω-rays in G. The starting vertices of the rays in R either lie outside
C ′

1−∂C ′
1, or have in C ′

1−V a finite distance to ∂C ′
1−V . Hence, by (iv), there is

an N ∈ N so that all rays of R start outside C ′
N − ∂C ′

N . But (being equivalent
to R) each of these disjoint rays eventually enters C ′

N − ∂C ′
N , and thus meets

∂C ′
N , a contradiction because by (i), |∂C ′

N | < δΩ. This completes the proof of
Lemma 5.2.

We are now ready to prove our main result.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Given an infinite region C of G, we shall find a (k + 1)-
connected region H ⊆ C. This is easy for k = 1, since the ends of a tree have
vertex-degree 1 < δΩ. We can thus assume that k > 1.

Suppose there exists a profound finite region D ⊆ C with |∂D| < δΩ. Then
D − ∂D has minimum degree at least δ(D − ∂D) ≥ δV − δΩ + 1 = 4k. Hence
Theorem 1.1 yields a finite (k + 1)-connected subgraph of D ⊆ C, and we are
done. Let us therefore assume that there is no such region D.

We may thus apply Lemma 5.2 to obtain an infinite region C ′ ⊆ C with the
property that

|∂C ′′| ≥ δΩ for every profound region C ′′ ( C ′. (1)

For a region H ⊆ C ′ write

ΣH :=
∑

v∈V (H)

max{0, δV − dH(v)}.

Observe that this sum is finite, since all vertices of H but the finitely many in
∂H have degree at least δV in H. Now, choose an infinite region H ⊆ C ′ such
that (k + 3)|∂H|+ ΣH is minimal.

Assume that there is a vertex v ∈ V (H) that has degree at most 2k − 3 in
H. Then clearly, v ∈ ∂H. Observe that dH−v(w) = dH(w) − 1 for each of the
at most 2k − 3 neighbours w of v in H, and dH−v(w′) = dH(w′) for all other
vertices w′ in H. Therefore,

(k + 3)|∂(H − v)|+ ΣH−v ≤ (k + 3)|∂H|+ (k + 3)(2k − 4)
+ ΣH + (2k − 3)− (δV − dH(v))

< (k + 3)|∂H|+ ΣH + 2k(k + 3)− δV

= (k + 3)|∂H|+ ΣH .
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So any infinite component of H − v is a better choice than H, a contradiction.
We thus have shown that

dH(v) ≥ 2(k − 1) for each vertex v ∈ V (H). (2)

Let us prove now that H is the desired (k+1)-connected region of C. Indeed,
suppose otherwise. Then H has a separator T of cardinality at most k, which
we may assume to be a minimal separator. Note that each such separator leaves
a component D of H − T such that H ′ := H −D is an infinite region of C.

Suppose that |V (D)∩∂H| ≥ δΩ−|T |. Then we obtain for the infinite region
H ′ ⊆ C ′ that

|∂H ′| = |(∂H − V (D)) ∪ T |
≤ |∂H| − |V (D) ∩ ∂H|+ |T |
≤ |∂H| − δΩ + 2k.

Furthermore,

ΣH′ ≤ ΣH +
∑
v∈T

max{0, δV − dH′(v)}

≤ ΣH + kδV ,

and so

(k + 3)|∂H ′|+ ΣH′ ≤ (k + 3)|∂H| − (k + 3)(δΩ − 2k) + ΣH + kδV

< (k + 3)|∂H| − 2k2(k + 3) + ΣH + 2k2(k + 3)
= (k + 3)|∂H|+ ΣH ,

contradicting the choice of H.

Hence,
|V (D) ∩ ∂H| < δΩ − |T |.

Thus for the region D̃ := G[V (D) ∪ T ] ⊆ C ′, we have

|∂D̃| = |(V (D) ∩ ∂H) ∪ T | ≤ |V (D) ∩ ∂H|+ |T | < δΩ.

Observe that D̃ 6= H. So, by (1), the region D̃ is not profound, i.e. V (D̃) = ∂D̃,
implying that V (D) ⊆ ∂H. In particular, |D| < δΩ − |T |. Now, for any vertex
v ∈ V (D), we can estimate its degree in H as follows.

dH(v) ≤ |(D ∪ T )− {v}| < δΩ − 1 = δV − 4k.

Then δV − dH(v) > 4k, implying that

ΣH′ ≤ ΣH −
∑

v∈V (D)

max{0, δV − dH(v)}+
∑
v∈T

(dH(v)− dH′(v))

< ΣH − 4k|D|+ |T ||D|
≤ ΣH − 3k.

On the other hand, (2) ensures that |D| ≥ 1 + 2(k − 1)− |T | ≥ k − 1. So

|∂H ′| ≤ |∂H| − |D|+ |T | ≤ |∂H|+ 1,
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and thus (as k > 1 by assumption)

(k + 3)|∂H ′|+ ΣH′ < (k + 3)|∂H|+ (k + 3) + ΣH − 3k

≤ (k + 3)|∂H|+ ΣH ,

again contradicting the choice of H.

We finish this section with two corollaries of Theorem 5.1. The proof of the
first is analogous to that of Corollary 3.4.

Corollary 5.3. Let k ∈ N and let C be an infinite region of a graph G of
minimum degree at least 2k(k + 3) at the vertices and minimum vertex-degree
at least 2k(k + 1) + 1 at the ends. Then C has either infinitely many disjoint
finite (k + 1)-connected regions or an infinite (k + 1)-connected region.

Again, these two configurations need not both exist, as the examples follow-
ing Corollary 3.4 illustrate. (Observe that if a graph has no k-edge-connected
subgraph then it clearly has no k-connected subgraph.)

The second corollary of Theorem 5.1 is an analogue of Corollary 3.5.

Corollary 5.4. Let k ∈ N, and let G be a graph whose vertices have degree at
least δV = 2k(k+3) and whose ends have vertex-degree at least δΩ = 2k(k+1)+1.
Then there is a set D of disjoint (k+1)-connected regions of G such that |∂H| ≥
max{δΩ, k−2

k |H|+ 1} for each profound subgraph H of G−
⋃

D∈D D.

Proof. Similarly as in the proof of Corollary 3.5, take an inclusion-maximal set
D of disjoint (k + 1)-connected regions of G, and observe that we only need to
consider induced connected profound subgraphs H of G −

⋃
D∈D D. So let H

be a such. If H is infinite, then Theorem 5.1 and the choice of D imply that H
is not a region, i.e. that |∂H| is infinite, as desired.

So assume that H is finite. Then |∂H| ≥ δΩ, as otherwise H − ∂H has
minimum degree δ(H − ∂H) ≥ δV − δΩ + 1 ≥ 4k, and hence H has a (k + 1)-
connected subgraph by Theorem 1.1, contradicting the choice of D.

Also, |∂H| > k−2
k |H|. Indeed, suppose otherwise. Then H has average

degree

d(H) ≥ δV |H − ∂H|+ |∂H|
|H|

≥ δV − (δV − 1)
|∂H|
|H|

≥ 2δV + k − 2
k

≥ 4k.

Thus again, Theorem 1.1 yields a (k + 1)-connected subgraph of H, a contra-
diction to the choice of D.

6 Linear degree bounds are not enough

Unlike in Mader’s original theorem, and in Theorem 3.1, the bounds on the
degrees and vertex-degrees we require in Theorem 5.1 are quadratic in k. It
seems that our method of proof cannot yield better bounds, because the region
H we find has to be best possible in two ways: small boundary on one hand,
high in-degree of its vertices on the other. But the quadratic bounds we give
are in fact not far from best possible: a minimum degree and vertex-degree only
linear in k is insufficient to ensure (k + 1)-connected subgraphs.
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Theorem 6.1. For each k = 5`, where ` ∈ N is even, there exists a locally finite
graph whose vertices have degree at least 2`, whose ends have vertex-degree at
least ` log `, and which has no (k + 1)-connected subgraph.

Proof. Set m := dlog `e. The vertex set of our graph G will be that of a tree
T , which is rooted in v0. The root has 2` neighbours in the first level S1 of T ,
and for i ≥ 1 each vertex in the ith level Si sends two edges to the next level
Si+1. Set S0 := {v0}. Let ≤ be the order induced by the tree T on the vertex
set V (G) = V (T ), that is, x ≤ y for x, y ∈ V (G) if and only if x lies on the
unique v0–y path in T .

Now, for each i ≥ 0 and each x ∈ Si, add to T all edges xy, where y ∈ Si+`

and y ≥ x. Note that each x 6= v0 has exactly 2` such ‘new neighbours’ y (while
v0 has at least that many). Hence, in the thus obtained graph G′, each vertex
v has degree dG′(v) ≥ 2`.

In order to achieve a high vertex-degree in the ends of the graph, we shall
add a few more edges to G′. For this, let us have a closer look at T . For j ∈ N,
we inductively define sets S(s) ⊆ Sj for each 01-string s of length j ≥ 1. Divide
S1 arbitrarily into two sets S(0), S(1) of equal size (= `). Then for each j ≥ 2,
and for each 01-string s of length j−1, partition the neighbourhood of S(s) in Sj

into two sets S(s0), S(s1) of equal size (= `), in a way that the neighbourhoods
of S(s0) and S(s1) in Sj−1 are disjoint. Then Sj is the disjoint union of all S(s),
where s varies over all 01-strings of length j. Now, for each 01-string s of any
length, and for each 01-string t of length m match S(s0) with S(s1t), and match
S(s1) with S(s0t).

This yields a graph G, which we claim to have the desired properties. Indeed,
we have seen that already in G′ the vertices have the required degree. Let us
now investigate the end structure of G.

We claim that G does not have ‘more’ ends than T , i.e. every end of G
contains a ray from T . Indeed, consider a ray R of G: we shall show that there
is a ray in T which is equivalent to R. Let C0 be the (unique) component of
G −

⋃m+1
i=1 Si that contains a tail of R. There is a path P0 in T that connects

this tail with the unique vertex x0 ∈ S1 for which x0 ≤ c for all c ∈ C0. Now,
choose j large enough so that V (P0) ⊆

⋃j−1
i=0 Si, and let C1 be the component

of G −
⋃j+m

i=1 Si that contains a tail of R. Again, there is a path P1 in T that
connects this tail with the unique vertex x1 ∈ Sj which satisfies x1 ≤ c for all
c ∈ C1.

Continuing in this manner, we obtain an infinite set of disjoint paths Pi,
where each Pi connects xi with V (R). Clearly, since x0 ≤ x1 ≤ x2 ≤ . . ., there
is a ray R′ in T that contains all vertices xi. The ray R′ cannot be finitely
separated from R, and thus is equivalent to R. Hence, every end of G contains
a ray of T , as desired.5

Next, let us show that the ends of G have vertex-degree at least `m. Given an
end ω ∈ Ω(G), and a ray R = v0v1v2 . . . ∈ ω, with R ⊆ T and vi ∈ Si for all i, we
shall find a set of disjoint rays Ri

j ∈ ω, where i = 1, 2, . . . ,m; and j = 1, 2, . . . , `.
These rays will exclusively use edges from E(G)−E(G′). Let s = s1s2s3 . . . be
a 01-string of infinite length so that vn ∈ S(s1s2...sn) for each n ≥ 1. Denote
by S(n) the set S(s1s2...sn−1(1−sj)). Now, for fixed i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, the ` disjoint

5Moreover, as any two distinct rays of T that start in v0 can be finitely separated in G, we
have that the ends of G correspond to the ends of the tree T .
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rays Ri
j will pass through all sets S(n), where n = i, i + m, i + 2m, i + 3m, . . .,

using the S(n)–S(n + m) edges of the matching from the definition of G. This
is illustrated in Figure 3.

R1
1, . . . , R

1
4

Rv0

Figure 3: The equivalent rays R1
1, . . . , R

1
4 and R in the underlying tree T , for

` = 4.

We thus obtain the desired rays Ri
j for i = 1, 2, . . . ,m and j = 1, 2, . . . , `.

Observe that for each i, j, there are infinitely many disjoint V (R)–V (Ri
j) paths

in T , namely those that connect vn with the vertex of Ri
j in S(n + m). Hence

the Ri
j are equivalent to R, and hence, ω has vertex-degree at least `m.

Let us finally prove that the graph G has no (k + 1)-connected subgraph.
Indeed, suppose otherwise, and let H ⊆ G be (k + 1)-connected. Now, for any
given 01-string s, denote by T (s) the set of all vertices y that are comparable in
T with one of the elements of S(s), and which, in the case that y < x ∈ S(s), in
T have distance less than ` to x. Formally,

T (s) :={y ∈ V (G) : there is an x ∈ S(s) such that y < x and dT (x, y) < `}
∪ {y ∈ V (G) : there is an x ∈ S(s) such that y ≥ x}.

We claim that for each n ≥ 1

there is a 01-string s of length n so that V (H) ⊆ T (s). (3)

Then, for every i ∈ N and for any vertex v ∈ Si, we may apply (3) with n = i+`
to obtain that v /∈ V (H). Hence H = ∅, a contradiction.

It remains to show (3), which we do using induction on n. For n = 1, observe
that S0 ∪ S1 separates in G the sets T (0) − (S0 ∪ S1) and T (1) − (S0 ∪ S1).
Hence, because |S0 ∪ S1| ≤ k, for either s = 0 or s = 1 we have that V (H) ⊆
T (s)∪(S0∪S1) = T (s)∪S1. Furthermore, as by construction of G the vertices in
S(1−s) each send only 2m ≤ 2` ≤ k edges to T (s), it follows that V (H) ⊆ T (s),
as desired.
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S(s′)

S(s′0)

t

Figure 4: The subgraph of G induced by T (s′), for ` = 8. For simplicity, the
edges of G′ − E(T ) are not drawn.

For n > 1, we proceed similarly. The induction hypothesis provides us with
a string s′ of length n− 1 such that V (H) ⊆ T (s′). Now, the set

S := T (s′) ∩
n⋃

i=n−`+1

Si

has size at most

(`−m) +
m∑

i=0

2i + |T (s′) ∩ Sn| ≤ ` + 2` + 2` = k.

Moreover, S separates G[T (s′)] into the three sets T (s′) ∩ Sn−`, T (s′0) − S and
T (s′1)−S, the first of which consists of one vertex t only. Thus, for either s = s′0
or s = s′1, say for s = s′0, we have that V (H) ⊆ T (s) ∪ S.

Observe that we can write

S − T (s) = S(s′1) ∪ U

where

U = (T (s′) − T (s)) ∩
n−1⋃

i=n−m

Si.

Now, by construction of G, each vertex of U has at most 3 neighbours in T (s)∪S.
Therefore, V (H) ∩ U = ∅. Moreover, as the vertices in S(s′1) each send only
2m ≤ k edges to T (s) ∪ S(s′1), it follows that V (H) ∩ S(s′1) = ∅, and hence,
V (H) ⊆ T (s), as desired. This completes the proof of (3), and thus the proof of
the theorem.
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